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Arcade games to buy near me

Basketball Arcade Games Beer Pong Tables Electronic Dartboards Foosball Tables Gumball Machines Mini Claw Machines Pool Tables Shuffleboard Tables Shuffleboards What happens when you buy some of the hottest flash based games off the internet and jam them into a showcase like experience? You are at the end of the newly released Kongregate Arcade app for Android. Now available in the
Android Market, Kongregate Arcade looks to be a one stop shop for your gaming needs. As shown in the press release: More than 300 games have already loaded Kongregate Arcade more down the road each week. Kongregate Arcade is something to look at for sure if the game is the thing. Remember, however, you'll need to run Android 2.2 or later and you'll need to have Flash 10.1 installed as well as
an internet connection available. Full press release and download after the break for you all. Thank you I_Am_Incredible. - No, no KONGREGATE Launched KongREGATE ARCADE, the world's largest collection of free mobile flash gamesNew Android App Now offers Social Gaming Site most popular GamesSAN FRANCISCO, CA (January 18, 2011) - Kongregate (www.kongregate.com), one of the
leading free browser based game sites with more than 13 million year old visitors, today launched Kongregate Arcade, the world's largest collection of free mobile games using Android Adobe® Flash® Player. Kongregate Arcade blends a growing library of more than 300 games with player achievements, profiles and robust navigation layers to create the most complete gaming experience on Android.The
introduction of Kongregate Arcade signals another strategic step for Kongregate to allow players to access and play hundreds of games anytime, anywhere on their desktop or mobile device, and gives game developers yet another viable platform to design and showcase their games. Kongregate Arcade will also be supported by parent company GameStop's, (NYSE: GME), with 4,600 stores in the US.
Games are increasingly dominated by America's growing appetite for mobile apps. Given that the Android operating system is the fastest growing smartphone operating system, the transition to Android Marketplace is the next logical step for the fast-growing Kongregate. In creating the Kongregate Arcade, we wanted to solve the game discovery problem that all Android owners have shared, said Jim
Greer, CEO of Kongregate. It was important to strengthen our mission to provide players with great free games anytime, anywhere and broaden the reach of the Kongregate community across multiple platforms. The arrival of Kongregate Arcade is the perfect next step in the strategy. Initially launching with over 300 free Flash based games - one of the largest libraries of mobile games in the industry - new
titles are added to the App weekly based on the selection of compatibility with the mobile platform and the ability to play on a touch screen device. In addition, Kongregate is actively looking for job opportunities a community of over 8,500 developers to create new Flash based game content exclusively from the Kongregate Arcade library, which will further jumpstart Android as a viable gaming platform. Top
Kongregate Arcade features include:· The world's largest collection of free mobile Flash games · An app install contains more than 300 games and more are added each week· The best game-find tools on Android· Available on any device running Android 2.2 (Froyo) or later, Flash 10.1· Fully integrated with Kongregate web accounts· Players can share and review game ratings, achievements, and
comments with the community· Collect exclusive mobile-only badges at top addresses· Some games can also be downloaded offline gameA launch Kongregate Arcade, the company -- voted one of TIME Magazine's 50 Best Websites of 2010 - brings some of the most popular free Flash based games to the Android Marketplace, with top titles including mobile versions of Vector Runner, Assembler, Perfect
Balance 2, Barry Lost His Marbles, Billy's Hill, Gem Grab, Pel Plus and G-Switch. Games featured in Kongregate Arcade span all of the most popular categories currently in Kongregate.com, including action, adventure, RPG, MMO, strategy, defense, and puzzle games, with all featured content rated PG-13. About KongregateKongregate is a leading browser-based game site with over 13 million monthly
unique visitors who spend more than 23 million hours playing games per month. As part of the GameStop Corporation network, the site features a unique social and social platform, including achievements, profiles, chat, messaging, forums, and levels that combines more than 35,000 games with a cohesive and addicting experience. Kongregate shares revenue from ads and virtual goods directly with more
than 8,500 developers who have uploaded games to the site. Advertisers include brands like Electronic Arts, Sony Pictures, Sprint, Frito Lay, Axe, Xbox 360, Nokia, and Toyota. While all games in Kongregate are free, the site also includes a virtual currency called kreds, which can be used to unlock additional features for some games. The San Francisco-based company was founded in 2006 by Jim Greer,
a toy industry veteran, and Emily Greer, an interactive marketing executive. Apple Arcade is finally here, delivering a huge buffet of great games that you can play on your iPhone, iPad, Mac and Apple TV for as little as $5 a month. However, with more than 64 games already available on the service at launch and much more to come — Apple is hopeful more than 100 games by this fall — figuring out what
to play first can be overwhelming. That's why we've chosen our favorites so far, so you know which address to jump into. Whether you're in the mood for fast-fix arcade action, brain-twisting puzzles or surreal indie adventures, here are the best Apple Arcade games so far. Hot Lava (Picture) Klei Entertainment) Remember playing with the floor lava as a child? Hot Lava is that, but life as an addictive first-
person platformer in which the floor is literally lava. You will need to master running, jumping, swinging, bouncing trampolines and wall climbing in order to avoid hitting the ground and all feel great. With leaderboards and real-time multiplayer, Hot Lava is the perfect game to make friends - or racing to beat the best score. Spidersaurs (Image credit: WayForward)Spidersaurs is a Contra-like 2D shooter in
which to fight spiders, which are also dinosaurs. It hasn't been sold yet? This liquid sidescroller features a beautiful art style that channels classic cartoons, a lot of unlockable weapons, and no shortage of intense Spidersaur bosses would be awesome if they weren't so darn cool-looking. Put together the Care (Image credit: ustwo games)Created by the team behind Monument Valley, Combine the Care is a
reassuring narrative puzzle game that casts you as Maria, a woman who records things for a living. As you adventure through the city of Bellaria and fix cassette players, cameras and all other gadgets by solving 3D puzzles, you can uncover a story that reveals the city's inhabitants themselves that need repair. With a relaxed, '80s inspired soundtrack and a unique approach to storytelling, combine your
care with proof that even puzzle games can move. (Image credit: Devolver Digital) Are you up for a challenge? Bleak Sword compresses the Dark Souls-style fight into a bite-sized mobile experience as you cut, defend and rotate opponents in 9 chapters. The game combines minimalist and modern art styles with striking effects, from stick-figure pixel characters to a battle of bleak 3D diorams. Sayonara
Wild Hearts (Image credit: Apple)Sayonara Wild Hearts is a game that needs to be seen and heard as it should be played. Dubbed a pop album video game, Wild Hearts blends Temple Run-style running with basic rhythm challenges, all set in an irresistible electronic soundtrack and packed with immersive neon fantasy visuals. This is not the hardest game arcade, but it is a perfect way to escape some
great attractions and sounds for a few minutes - or hours. Punch Planet (Image credit: Sector-K Games)Most fighting games for iOS are simple swipe-based affairs, but punch planet is the real deal. This futuristic quarrying pack is a deep combat system that combines Street Fighter-style controls with unique mechanics to combat and blend up your opponent. Come in the cool sci-fi-noir art style, stay in the
depth of the competition and play the controller if you can. Agent Intercept (Image credit: PicPok Games)If you are looking for pure, arcade style adrenaline, Agent Intercept will scratch that itch. Cast as a super spy, you can drive around highways in a souped-up car that can knock enemies off the road, shoot missiles, and even pass a boat. With rich, sunny graphics and no shortage of challenges to tackle,
Agent Intercept is one of the best Experience Arcade so far. What's golf? (Image credit: Triband) What golf starts out like any other iOS golf game is as you whack a ball into a hole. Soon after, you're flinging the golfer around the course, and soon after that you're gently flicking the golf club itself from one end of the rubble-ravaged area to the other. This is the weirdest golf game I've ever played, and that's
cool. What's golf? It's more of a physics-based puzzler than it is a sports title, and one of Arcade's standout launch games. Card of Darkness (Image credit: Tom's Guide)Created by renowned indie developer Zach Gage, Card of Darkness is a challenging dungeon crawler hidden inside an accessible card game. You can pick up cards that you can use to use weapons, gain money, recover your health and
destroy obstacles. If we do this in the wrong order, it will quickly lead to death. It's as hard as it is endlessly addicting and makes it all the more irresistible in its stunning hand-drawn art style. Neo Cab (Image credit: Chance Agency)Neo Cab is a narrative adventure game in which you play as one of the last remaining rideshare drivers in a world of overcrowded automation. Each trip takes away from turning
into an interactive conversation that challenges customers to be happy and keeping up with the star rating while addressing her own emotions as starring in Lina's story continues to unravel. With its unique premation, branched narratives and striking neon-insatiable visual style, Neo Cab is one of the coolest indie games currently available on any platform. Towaga: Between Shadows (Image credit:
Sunnyside Games) Another great pick for people needs a quick fix action, Towaga: Between Shadows is a satisfying 2D shoot-em-up that you have to defend against waves of enemies using bursts of light and various powerful spells. The game has 70-plus levels and various modes to test your jerk reflexes for a long time, and the beautiful animation looks like it's ripped out of your favorite Toonami
cartoons. Spek (Image credit: Apple)Spek is a minimalist, M.C. Escher-eqsue puzzle game, which you can guide point to their destination to find the right perspective on a range of objects. The game's relaxing, ending soundtrack evolves as you progress, while the puzzles become more advanced and colorful. If you want a good brain teaser to relax on the couch, Spek is one of the best arcades so far.
Skate City (Image credit: Apple) There aren't big enough skateboarding games out there, but Skate City is definitely one of them. This cool skateboarding simulator allows you to pull off tricks with simple touch and gamepad controls, although there's plenty of room for advanced players to put together smooth combos. With a loose lo-fi soundtrack, plenty of challenge to tackle and a relaxed endless skate
mode, Skate City will satisfy all levels of players looking to get their kickflip on. Shinsekai: Into the Depths (Image credit: Apple)One of the meatiest, Capcom Shinsekai: Into the Depths is a rich 2D adventure in which you can explore a mysterious underwater world full of secrets to discover and conquer bosses. Shinsekai's detailed, different visual and delightful audio design -- which includes sound effects
that are captured underwater -- make it one of the most unique, AAA-style arcade games so far. Dear Reader (Image credit: YouTube/Phoenix King Gaming) Mobile word puzzle games are a dime a dozen, but dear Reader finds you to stand out from the pack. This literary puzzler is tasked with undeciphered sentences from famous books including Pride &amp; Prejudice and The Legend of Sleepy Hollow.
Bookmokers especially love this, although anyone who enjoys a good word puzzle should have an explosion as well. Too.
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